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An investigation of mass-flow end total-pressure recovery 
characteristics of perforated convergent-divergent supersonic dif- 
fueers operating with initial boun&ary layerhas been conducted at 
a Mach number of 1.90 at the KACALewis laboratory. mundaqiayer 
wss established by use of cylindrical inlets, approximately 2, 3, 
and 4 inlet diameters in length, affiXed. to diffUS8m that ranged 
in contraction ratio from 1.40 to 1.59. Peak total-pressure 
recovery and supercritical r8cov8r8d mass flow were decreased a 
maximum of approIimat8l.y 2 percent by the use of the longest inlets. 

Combinations of cylindrical inlets, perforated supersonic dif- 
fusers, and a subsonic diffuser were evaluated 8s simulated wind' 
turneti having s8coPa throats. comparisons mad8 with noncontracted 
configurations of similar scale i&icated operating power reduc- 
tions of at least 25 percent baaed on a conservative approximation 
to the Dower required for bleeding mass flow thro&h the diffuser 
perforations. Bmse reductions were accomqlished at operating 
total-pressure ratios of lea8 than 1.2 and with removal through 
the perforations of lesa than 8 percent of the msas flow of the 
eimulated test seotions. 

Perforated colrvergentaivergent supersonic Biffwers with 
their high tbtal-preesure recoveriee have pOsSibi8 application as 
aircraft engine difTuaer8 ad tind-tunnel eecond throats. rn the 
tunnel application, they allow contracted fixed-1 oonfigura- 
tions that avoia stsrting limitations & comMn8 low operating 

' pressure ratios with excellent flow stability. Characteristics of 
. . perforated diffusers for conditions of negligible boundary layer . at the diffuser inlets are reporte& in references 1 and 2. For 

win&-tunnel applications the diffusers will encounter appreciable 
m entrant boundary leyer. A limited investigation has therefore 
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been COnduct8d at th8 EACA Lewis laboratory t0 d%temkle th8 effect 
Of th8 ~MeZLC% Of blitid bOUI&~ m8r Oil th8 lll&S8-flOW and 
total-pressure characteristics of this type of diffuser ti to 
evaluate the over-all efficiency of the perforated diffuser as a 
S8OOnd t&O&t ia & SU~~OlliC Wind tllXUl81. 

, 

G: 
The investigationwas co~ucfedusfngdiffusens submerged in 

the free air StZWm Of th8 l8- by 184nch sUpemOniC tUZI81 at a 
free-stream Mach number of 1.90. !Pheboundary layer at thedti- 
fuser inlets was induced and controlled by lengths of cglindricaI. 
tubes attached t0 th8 inl8ta. A series of diffuser contraction 
ratios and pezToration dietributfons vere included In the 
investigation. 

The Cbaract8ristiCs of cyliIl&PiC&l itierts attached dtF%Ct~ 
to the subsotic diffuser were also investigated. These data were 
used in evaluating the merits Of the perforated canvergent- 
divergent dtifusers for applications as prfnd-tunn81 second throats 
as referred to similar scale, noncontract8d configurations. 
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SYMBOLS 

Thefollowingsyn~bo~ -8 ueedinthis -port: 

total perfcmtted area Of difftU38r %ummed from throat 

cylindrical length upstream of diffuser oonv8rg8nc8, inches 

specific heat at constant pressure 

inlet diameter of test configuration, inCh8S 

power factor; ratio of +&al operating power requirement of 
6imulat8d wind-tunnel oonflguration to theoretical Power 
requlrsment of nomal shock at inlet Ma& nmnber and mass 
flew 

tot&l length of test configuration upstream of eubsonic dif- 
fueer, inches 

length af p8rPorated diffuser i~~L~dingtbroat, inches 

Mach number 

mase rate of air flov 

total pr8ssure 
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static preesure 

cross-eectional are8 of diffuser 

et8gn8tion teraper8ture 

position of shock in cylinder meamred from entrance of aub- 
sonic diffuser, inches 

msition of shock in cylinder meaeured from cylinder iulet, 
inches 

ratio of specific heat at constant mssure to specTfic heat 
at const8nt volume 

ratio of power reqtxI.rement of eimalated wind tunnel with sec- 
ond throat to that of similar noncontracted configuration 
(ratio of respective power factors K) 

Subscripts: 

b bleed 

1 Wet of test oonfiguratiou 

2 throat of perforated d%Pueer 

3 discharge duct 

The investigation was couducted at the EACA Lewis laboratory . 
in the 18- by 18-inch supersonic tunnel at 8 M8uh mnnber of 1.90 
and a Reynolds n&ber of 3.3 x lo6 per foot. Principal dimensions 
of the coqlete apparatus are shown in figure l(a). 

A conical subsonic diff'tmer of 6O included divergence angle 
followed by a diecharge duct having a controllable outlet plugwas 
used throughout the inveetigation. Each of five perforated con- 
vergent diffusera was initially investigated without 8 cylindrical 
inlet, 8fter which a shoulder was machined to receive three em- 
cessively longer cylIndrioal inlets (fig. 2). The diffusers inves- 
tigated had'contraction ratios S&2 of 1.40, 1.49, 1.53, 1.55, 
8nd 1.59. The internal contours (the same a8 those of 8T&Lar 
contraction ratio reported in reference 2) inoludqd a J/$-inch 
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strai&t lip before convergence (reduced to l/2 in. with mohin- 
ing of shoulder) aud an urqerforated throat 1 inch in length 8nd 
1.542 inches in diemeter. Inlet diameters and length8 of the dif- 
fusers are given in figure l(b). Perforationa, formed by a No. 43 
drill (0.089-in. diam.), were countersunk to form sharp-edged 
orificee . 

The longitudinal distributiona of perforated are8 for each 
'diffmer, pre6ented 8a the dimensionlese summation of the perforated 
83X8 A/S2 frcan the ttibat t0 the di8tiOm S/i+ of the dff’f’user, 
are shmn in figure 3. The perfor8tion distribution are deaig- 
n&ted 8lphabetimlly by m&fixes to the contr8CtiOn ratio (for 
example, 1.40-A). Dietribution ‘A included sufficient perforated 
area for ahock st8bility near the throat; distribution B was 
approximately the distribution of reference 2 that achieved maxi- 
mum tot&l-pretf3EIlXFe recovery; distribution C was 8 theoretical dis- 
tribution 8t 8 ratio Of tot81 perforated El%8 to throat We8 
slightly greater than the minimum value fram reference 2 for which 
each diffuser wea knowu to have swallowed the normel ehook. The 
diffuser CXP contraction ratio 1.59 vae investigated only with die- 
tributions A end B. 

The diameter of the cylindrioal inlet8 varied with the dif- 
fuser to whioh they were attached. LengKb of 3, 5, adi 7 inches 
were used, which mde the total cylindrical lengtha before cower- 
gence qproximately 2, 3, and 4 inlet diameters, respectively. 
The 5-inch inlet ~88 cmitted for the part of the imeetigation 
involving perforation distribution C. For each conf'igur8tion, the 
variation of pressure recovery with mam-flow remvery was obtained 
by controlling tie back presmre in the dimharge dtmt with the 
conical outlet plug. 

Supplemntar 
I 

runs were zmde ueiug cylindrical inlets of 
lengtti 4$, 7$, 9z, and l$ inche8 mounted directly to the sub- 
sonic diffuser. The position of the internal shock in each of 
these inlets- v8ried by back-preemre oontrol with the outlet 
Plug. 

The apparatus was ~0 oriented that the oylindrical inlet8 
ehead of the perfomted diffusera were &lined to the tunnel 8xie 
withinf0.05° vertically and *0.2O horizontally. Previous tunnel 
o&libr&tion iZldiC8ted an average UPWxd flow inclination of 
8pprmimately O.l" 8t the aylindrio81 inleerS. Those CylindriC81 
inlete mounted directly to the subeonic diff'mer were &lined with 
entering flow by equalization of fom internal etatio preesures 
measured at 90' CttWmferenti8l stations located l/2 inch fram the 
inlet lip. 
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Internal St&tic pressures were meamred at the thro8t of the 
eupemonic dIffusem and along the cylindrio8l inlets. %!he tubing 
for the inlets was externally oriented to c8uBe minImum flow dis- 
turbance in the vicinity of the perfomtione. Pressures in the 
disch8rge duct were mamared by means of.8 40-tube pit&-Static 
rake from which the tot&l-pressure recovery P3/Pl 8nd the mss- 
flow recovery q/ml were obtained. All pressmes qere photo- 
gIT8phiC8l3.y reCcffdedfrcan&differenti&l-tJrpe~~ter'board 
acing tetr&brcmoethane with 8n approximate speoific gravity of 2.95. 

In evaluating the over-811 performmoe of perforated dff- 
fussers, it is necessary to oonaider the diqqition of the air bled 
through the perforations. In8ircraft3n&8ll8tion~, the adverse 
effect of the bleed on net thrust mnet be caneidered. For sppli- 
cations 88 wind-tunnel second thro8te (suggested in reference 1) 
attention mu& be given to the equimnt and power neoesmry to 
pump the bled mass flow q, up to atmospheric or some convenient 
discharge ~essure; in addition there 8re the usual requiremarks 
for the pumping of the recovered mars flow % which reaches the 
subsonic diffuser. 

. 

. 

The data of thie' investigation m8y be used. to evaluate the 
performance of perforateddiffuSers 8s eeclondthroats by assuming 
the air entering the cylindrica1 Mets 8fiXxed to the diffusers 
to have been isentropic8lly accelerated through a supersonic noz- 
zle. The o~rating requframente of these 83ntul8ted wind tumeSe 
my then be defined ss the sum of (1) the poser required to ccm- 
press the recovered mass flow 9 in the reciprooal ratio Pl/P3 
of the recovered tot81 pressure; ~3x3 (2) the suuamtion for the 
entire supersonic diffuser of the power required to empress the 
increment of m8~s flow bled by each perforation up to the up&ream 
reservoir pressure Pl. Inetru3nent8tion readily peite evaluation 
of the firat mentioned power. Analysis af bleed power, however, 
is complic8ted by the impossibility of meSaming either the local 
internal etat'ic pressure 8nd bled m&s8 flow at individu8l p&or&- 
tiOnS or the loss in kinetic energy 8cross the perfm8tiOne. A 
comervative 8pmxim8tion to actual bleed power retquirements my 
be made fromthe experimeataldebtaby oqnsidering a tunuelin&al- 
lation wherein the perforated second throett is enolosed by 83~ 8nnu- 
lar reservoir maintained at 8 pressure sufficiently low to induce 
exit flow through 811 perfor8tions. Then, if recovery of dyrtmaic 
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preseure is neglected, the bleed power can be represented by com- 
pression of ta?B entfre bleed flow mb from tih0 t0fJt-seCtiOn St8tifJ 
pressure pl to the test-section total pressure Pl. 

i 

The poverrequirements forthemodels of this report are can- G: 
puted 09 the baeis of isentropic enthalpy change with the assumflion !3 
of adiabatic flow. Thus, the conservative spprcximation to bleed- 
power requirements yields the following expression for the can- 
plete configurations: 

Power = %cpTl 
A more detailed en8lyeis of bleed power may be m&e if the 

vsri8tions of local internal ststio pressure and mass flow through 
the dsfusers are theoretic8ll.y determined. Then the single res- 
ervoir may be arbitrarily divided into smaller aampartments, each 
et&tied et 8 pressure sUffiCi9nt4 low t0 bleed &ll the Contained 
perPoratioIls. The 8bSOlUt0 value of these reduced pressures to be 
used in oaloul8tfons would depend upon int02%8l. etatio pressures 
8nd that portionof the localdynamic ~seure recovered 8oross 
the perfor8tions. 

The evsluation of the COnfigW8tfOEIs as wind-tunnel models is 
facilitated by the use of a power f&&or K deffned by the 
expression 

K= Paver 
I- r-11 

where the numerator is computed fram equation (1). The denominator 
represents the power required by a nom&l shock 8% the inlet mass 
flow ml azsd 8t theoretical tOfi8l-~eSStXtW r8tiO PA& 8CroB6 
the shook at the inlet Mach number. Thus, it represents the mint- 
mum theoretioal starting power for a supersonic tunnel having ieen- 
tropic subeonic diffusion. A reduction in power factor oorresponds 
to 8 decrease in the theoretical tunnel oper8ting power. 
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In e8uh of the cylindric8l. inlets, the gr8du81 static pres- 
sure increase in the direction of flow was interrupted by pea&~ 

G 
that indicsted 8 series of weak internal shock reflections. It is 

s 
presumed that the totsl-pressure losees through these internfAdie- 
turbances had negligible effect on the experimsntal results pre- 
sented herein. The irregularity of et&tic-pressme dtitributione, 
however, precluded use aIT the isentropic channel flow relations 
for the calaulation of approximate lxmxlary-layer displacement 
thicknesses. 

The total-~essure and mass-flow recovery characteristics of 
the diffuser8 inveetig8ted without cylMrica1 inlets with petiora- 
tion distribution A showed olose correlation with results for the 
similar distribution examined in reference 2. When initial bound- 
8ry layer wm introduued, only the diffuser of 1.59 contraction 
ratio showed marked devi8tion in performance in that it failed to 
swallow the normal shock. Tqcreasingthe perfor8ted area to the 
1.59-B distribution w8s necessary to permit the est8bliehment of 
supersonic floK inthie diffuser. 

Addition of the oylindric81 inlete to the diffusers affeo-bed 
the variation of total-wessure recovery P3/Pl with mase-flow 
recovery m&q 88 shown in figure 4, whioh presents typicaldat8 
(perforation distribution 1.49-B) for shock-swallowed conditions. 
In weanent with the results of references 18nd 2, the peak 
recovery was obtained in all me88 with the-shook located 8s far 
Up&rem of the throat 8s possible without entering the region of 
instability. As the shock w8e moved to the throat from this loca- 
tion, the total-pressure recwgry decreased while the mass-flow 
recovery incree8ed to 8 supercritical or oonetant value. The pres- 
sure recovery P3/Pl and its reciprocal Pl/P3 that exist when 
SUpWCritiC81 flou is first estetbliehed, that 16, shock 8t throat 
entrance, are defined ae the crftio8l pressure recovery anb the 
criticetl pressure ratio, respectively. 

The measured values of peak total-pressure recovery end. cor- 
responding mass-flow recovery for eaah oonfiguration are plotted 
88 8 function of oylilldric8l length-diameter ratio C/D in fig- 
ure 5. The data points shown at approximstely 0.4 diameter indi- 
cate results obtained frm the initial rum without cylfndrical 
inlets. The combination of friotion losses in the cylinders 8nd 
changes in separation and shock loesee in the diffusers produced 
decreases of the order of 2.0 percent in peak P5/P 

% 
for the five 

diffusers overthemnge of cylinders employed. T!h same order 
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of decrement ie shown for each perfor8tion distribution. The nmse- 
flow recovery a.t pesk pressure &tio also deoreesed with increasing 
oylindric8l length-diameter ratio 8e shown in figure 5. This l&et 
reduction can be attributed in part to the greater efficiency of 
the perforations in bleeding the reduced energy air of the bound- 
8ry layer. In addition, the position of the shock at peak recovery 
moved upstream with increasing entrant boundary layer. As 8 con- 
sequence, the increased subsotic bleed behind the shock further 
contributed to the reduction in muse-flow recovery. 

Conservative power requirementa cd? the simulated wind tunnels 
as computed by equation (1) indicate th8t, for 8 given configura- 
tion, minimum power is found at the critic81 pressure recovery 
with the chock positioned at the entrence of the diffueer throat. 
For this shock.poeition the reduction in bleed flow 8nd henoe 
bleed paaer from that at peak pressure recovery offSet the tIdV0rSe 
effect on power of the decreaee in pressure recovezq from the peak 
vslue . The flow pamimeters at minimum power in terma of the oriti- 
c&l total-preeeure ratio PI/~ 8nd the oorresponding relative 
bleed flow mb/ml, are presented in figure 6 as functions of the 
cylindrical length-diameter ratio C/D. For 8 given perfOr&tiOn 
distribution, an increase in diffuser contr8ction ratio tended to 
decrease the operebting pressure ratio but at th0 expense of 8 
greater bleeding of mess flow through the perforations. Perfora- 
tion distribution C, which gave the least range of chock St8bility 
in the uonvergent portion of the diffuser, ie seen to require the 
highest operating pressure ratio but the leest bIeed flow. For 
all configur8tione this distribution required pressure ratios of 
less than 1.2 8nd bleeding of less than 8 percent of the maes 
flow ml of the simulated tunnel test section. Increeeing the 
boundary layer to 8 maximum resulted in en average increase for 
the five diffusers of approximcttely 3 percent for critic81 Pl/p3. 
The corresponding increarse in relative bleed flow %/ml of about 
50 percent represents an approximate decrease in supercritical q/ml 
of 2 percent. 

l&e power factor K (equation (2)) was computed for minimum 
power conditione from the data of figure 6 and is preeented in fig- 
ure 7 a3 8 function of the tot81 configuration length-diameter 
ratio L/D. The marked increese in power factor with increasing 
boundary layer reflects the 1nOluence of the inoreaee in critical 
pressure r8tio 8nd rel8tive bleed flow noted in figure 6. For 
e8ch diffuser the least operating power requirements were indicated 
for perforation distribution C, whioh wee the distribution closely 
spproximating the minimum perfOr8t0d me8 necessary for sw8Llowing 
the normal shook. Thus, in effecting over-all power reductions, the 

. 
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previously noted low bleed-flow requirements of perforation dis- 
tributionC more th8n c&rpene8te fir the essoci8ted higher criti- 
cal pressure ratics. The important influence on K of the bleed- 
power requirements is also evidenced by the lack of an 8ppreCi8ble 
superiority of any one diffuser despite an improvement in critic81 
pressure ratios with incre8sing contretction ratio. 

A more optimistic bleed power determination than that expressed 
in equation (2) might be expected to favor the more highly oon- 
tracted diffusers with their lower critic81 -pressure ratios. 
Accordingly, the bleed-per requirements of COnfigUr8tiO?33 1.40-C, 
1.49-C, and 1.55-C ccmibined with the shortest cylindrical inlets 
were investigated using 8 theoretical determination of the internal 
diffusion process. Instead of the previously considered single 
bleed reservoir, four 8nnuler'reeervoirs of equal width were 
aesumed and the tot8l bleed power w&s taken to be the sum of the 
powers required for each,. TSe results of this en8lysis are shown 
in figure 8, where power factors ere presented es functions of dif- 
fueer contr8ction ratio. Three methods of ccmputing bleed power 
8re desiepsted in the figure as follows: (A) single annular res- 
ervoir, no recovery of dyyc pressure acrces perforstions (equa- 
tion (2)); (B) four annular reservoirs, intern81 supersonic dif- 
fusion considered, no recovery of dynemic pressure ebcross perfora- 
tions; and (C) seme as (B) except for recovery of-one-half of the 
local dynemic pressure 8croas the perfor8tiane. The daehed curve 
represents the power factor for the recovered mass flow % con- 
sidered alone. 

Where8.s no 8ppr0Ci8ble difference in total power is shown for 
diffusers 1.40-C and 1.55-C for method (A), 8 15-percent reduction 
is produced by the greater contraction using method (C). Acccm- 
p8nying this decrease in total parer with increasing contraction 
ratio is a reduction of 32 percent in the power required for the 
recovered mass flow. Figure 8 si@f'ic8ntly shows that the ex8ct 
choice of the contraction r8tio for optimum power economy requires 
precise experImental determination cf bleed-flow parametere, 

The power factor H represents 8 o~parison of the perform- 
8nce of the second-throat configur8tione to that of 8n ideal. non- 
cohtr8oted tunnel. Thus, it 8llows qu8ntit8tive interpretation of 
the power requirements of the models. Comparison with actual non-. 
contracted tunnels of similar scale, however, reveal more clearly 
the power economies effected by use of the perforated second 
throat. In order to furnish data for this c~perison, the supple- _ 
mentery ruus involving straight cylinder-subsonic diffuser uombina- 
tione were m8de. These d&t8 are shown in figure 9 88 8 V8ri8tiOn 

of tot&l-pressure recovery with shock position in each of the four 
cylinders examined. 
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For each configur&tion, the very marked decre8se in total- 
pressure recovery ss the shock wes moved closer to the subsonic 
diffuser (8w8y from the inlet lip) indicates an effect not readily 
prediCt8ble from 8 consideration of the shock Msch aumber alone. 
In order to more e&s14 discern the influence of other factors on 
tot8l-pressure recovery, the d&t8 of figWe 9 were crose-plotted 
in figure 10, where the variation of P3/Pl is shown with cylin- 
drical length-diameter r8tio L/D at const&nt valuea of X/b and 
y/n whichrepresentthe distsnoe of the shock ahead of the sub- 
eonio diffuser and behid the inlet lip, reapective4. 

A simple diverging inlet used on this subsonio diffuser for 
pressure-rake calibration purposes gave 8 tOt8l-pY3XISUre recovery 
of 0.750 with the shock just inside the lip (theoretic&l norm&l 
shock recovery at M = 1.9 is 0.767). Thu8,theourveof x/D=0 
(shock at the subsonic diffuser entrance) hes preeumab4 decreased 
from 0.750 8t L/D = 0 to 0.510 (L/a = 3) by the addition of 
3 diameters of strebight section she&d of the shook. The addition 
of incressing lengths of etr&ight eeotion x/D behind the shock 
(keeping sb = 3.0)) however, increases the pressure recovery to 
8 V8lUe Of 0.714 8t X/D = 2.5. lhasmuoh &s friction losses can- 
not account for the m&gnitude of the initi&l decrease nor for the 
return to the higher recovery, it is apparent that (1) the inter- 
action of the shock and the boundeuly layer at the subsonic dif- 
fuser entrance produces flow sep8r&tion of serious consequence to 
pressure recovery, 8nd further that (2) the subsequent addition of 
strcaight sections behti the shook produces increesing improvement 
in diffuser entry oonditions by 8llouing prior re8ttaohment of 
sep&rated flow. Apparently adding suffioient straight-section 
length between the shock and subsonic diffuser gives pressure 
recoveries that close4 approach nol"mal shock values (considering 
the presence of friction losses). 

The upw&rdtrendinthe uurve of x/D = 0 with increasing L/D 
m&y be attributed to the sli@t reduction in shockMs,ch ntxuber 
accomp&rging its downstream movement. The improvement in preaeure 
recovery Bcross the shock appea~a to overshadow the increaeing 
friction losses that are presumably responsible for the downw8H 
trend Of the curves Of higher X/D ~8l~e6. 

Comperieons of the relative effioiencies of the simulated con- 
tracted &nd noncontr&oted tunnels ten be indicated &s & ratio of 
their Z?eSpeCtiVe oper8ting power requirements (hence 8 ratio of 
power factors). The oper&ting pressure r8tios Pl/P3 and thus 
power requirements of the noncontr8cted configurstions, however, 
&re dependent on shook position in the constant-area section. 
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Comparison8 of the two types oftunnelwere aacordinglymade at 
the came simulated lx&-se&ion length in diameters and for shock 
positio= x/D oorreaponding to the length t/D (fig. l(b)) af 
the perforated diffuaera. The ratio q of contracted to noncon- 
tracted power requirement8 thus computed is ehoun in figure 11. 
This figure givee further indioation that the oonaervative method 
of evaluating power doee not clearly eetablish optimrm degree of 
contraction for the diffuser8 tested. For maximum entrant boundary 
layer to the diffmers, the greatest power eatinga (achieved with 
perforation dietribution C) are approximately 25 peroent of the 
noncontracted valuee. Greater reduction6 are again preeumed pee- 
aible dependent upon the exaotnesa of bleed-power determination. 

An investigation vae conducted of ma8B-flow and total-peesure 
recovery characterietics of convergent-divergent eupersonic dif- 
fusers vith entrant botiary layer. ca&inatione of'cglindrical 
inlets and perforated diffusers with a 5° conical subsonic dif- 
fuser were examined at a Mach mber of 1.9. 

Affiiing 4 diamsters of cylindrioal section ahead of the dif- 
fueers affected the perfozmanoe of the five diffusers to the extent 
of an approximate decrease of 2 peroent in peak total-preseure 
recovery and aupercritioal msss-flow recovery. Variation of 
perforated-area dietribution had little effect on the order of 
this decrease. 

Simulated wixxl tunuele consisting of ccaabinatfons of cylindri- 
aal inlete, perforated diffuse=, and a subsonic diffuser indi- 
cated appreciable operatingecom as compared with eimilar 
models investigated without geometrfc flow oontra0tion. The indi- 
cated saving in total operating-power requix%ments depended on the 
methods need to evaluate the power necessary to bleed mass flow 
through the diffuser perforations. Uaing a oonaervative approxi- 
mation of the bleed power, the diffuser configuration8 indicated 
operating-pcrwer requirementa aP 75 percent of thcee necessary fnr 
the noncontracted mode-. This caving was effeoted with operating 
total-pressure ratios of less than 1.2 and by removaL through the 
perforations of less than 8 percent of the testxieotion mass flow. 

Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory, 
Rational Advisory Colrnnittee for Aeronautiw, 

Cleveland, Ohio. 
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